BLASTING GELATINE, BALLISTITE AND
PROGRESSIVE-POWDER
Switzerland, and was afterwards manager for several years at
Avigliana in Italy, being finally appointed by Barbe as technical
manager at Kriinimel; Trauzl in Austria ; and GaliniS and Abelli,
two Italians who succeeded one another as managers at Avigliana.
In addition to these, the name of Geheimrat Dr. Aufschlager
must be mentioned; for many years he played a leading part in the
explosives industry of Germany, both from a scientific and an
administrative point of view. Dr. Aufschlager, who was also one
of the leading spirits in the I.G. Dye Trust, has given his own
account of his early connection with the explosives industry, from
which we quote the following extracts:
" It was in 1879 ^a^ I &rst had anything to do with dynamite ;
I was at the time a lecturer at the Technical High School in Dresden,
and the State copper and coal mines in what was then the kingdom
of Saxony, used to send me the samples produced by the various
factories before they concluded their agreements for dynamite,
basing their decisions on my analysis.
" I therefore acquired a certain practice in the handling of
dynamite, and this caused my professor, Geheimrat Dr. Schmitt,
who was the chemical expert attached to the Saxon Ministry of the
Interior, to suggest me as a suitable person to deal with the problem
of destroying a considerable quantity of dynamite which had been
lying for some years in a deserted mine near BerggiesshubeL la
due course I was entrusted by the Ministry with the task of destroy-
ing the dynamite in the least dangerous manner possible. A
preliminary investigation of my task revealed the fact that about
80 cwt. of dynamite were lying at the foot of a shaft, the opening of
which faced the small town of Bergiesshubel, and that damp had so
far caused it to decompose that a considerable part of the nitro-
glycerine had run out, and had adhered to the cases in a thick
crystal crust.

